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1 Collaborati e-Billing Administrator Help

Welcome to Lawtrac Collaborati e-Billing 4.2 Administrator Help. 

What is Collaborati?
Collaborati is a global, secure and comprehensive e-Billing solution used by over 12,000 law firms
and vendors in 160 countries around the world. It is used to submit electronic invoices, communicate
timekeeper information and rates, and collaborate with the more than 750 corporate clients using
Mitratech’s legal management solutions. Collaborati e-Billing reduces inquiries and disputes,
improves firm cash flows, and works domestically and internationally with industry-leading hosting
services and security standards. Collaborati enhances collaboration, optimizes productivity, and
speeds up the invoice payment process.

Getting Started
This help section provides instructions for completing the setup process that is needed for
establishing the proper workflow between your Lawtrac application and Collaborati. Below are
outlines the initial stages of Collaborati configuration.

Note: This guide only applies to clients using Lawtrac 4.2. 

1.1 Collaborati e-Billing Admin Help
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1.1.1 On-Boarding Process

Collaborati On-Boarding Process

Prerequisites

The following steps include business and technical prerequisites:

1. Subscribe to COLLABORATI. 

a. For details, contact your Mitratech account manager.
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2. Provide your Mitratech account manager with an email address at your organization to be

used for notifications related to COLLABORATI setup.

3. Provide your Mitratech account manager with a list of vendors to add to e-billing. The list must

 contain each vendor's country code, default currency, name, Tax Id, address, and a vendor

contact person's email address so that vendors can receive email notifications related to

Collaborati registration.

a. You can add additional vendors at any time by contacting your Mitratech account
manager.

4. Create a contact record in Lawtrac for each vendor. Verify that each vendor's contact has

been added as an involved party, in active status, to the appropriate matter records.

5. Before running COLLABORATI Synchronization, confirm that Lawtrac is setup properly to avoid

conflict with COLLABORATI behavior or generate sync errors.

6. Verify that Lawtrac's task codes, expense codes and activity codes that are used for Lawtrac

and Collaborati reflect the values you want your vendors to use by doing the following:

a. Tab to the My Lawtrac link from the upper left area of Lawtrac.

b. Select Application and Administration from the My Lawtrac drop-down list.

c. Next to the Legal Department tab, click Finance Options.

d. From the menu to the right, click LEDES Codes link.

e. Verify that the appropriate task codes are displayed in the LEDES CODES &
PROCESSING RULES table on the screen.

f. Click the Other / Custom tab.

g. Add any other Custom LEDES Codes that  need to be used for e-bi l l ing.

h. Click on any individual LEDES Code if you wish to restrict it or require it for use.

7. For new Lawtrac installations, determine the appropriate Fiscal Year used for the application

by selecting the Fiscal Year link within the Finance Options tab. Th i s  s e t t i ng  i s

ex t rem e l y  i m po r t an t  as  i t  determines to what fiscal year incoming electronic invoices

from Collaborati are associated.

8. From the Processing Rules page within the Finance Options tab of Application

Administration, click on Advanced Processing Rules.  Click on TIME & DATE CHECKS and

locate processing rule R501. Confirm that the rule is checked and select one of the four radio

buttons: PERIOD FROM DATE, PERIOD TO DATE, INVOICE DATE or DATE INVOICE

RECORDED, with default value on INVOICE DATE. This setting determines which date field

should be used to properly set the Fiscal Year and Fiscal Quarter on a law firm's invoice. 
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1.2 Accessing COLLABORATI Settings

Settings required to start billing a Collaborati client

· The Firm Account setup in Collaborati is usually done by Mitratech Support. This

includes selecting your billing currency, options for uploading or creating invoices, and

choosing other settings. This is a one-time setup, and does not need to be updated for

each additional client (if any). If you need assistance after your Administrator registers

your firm account for Collaborati, please refer to Firm Account Setup Help or contact

Mitratech Support.

· Complete Client Setup procedures. This includes creating and/or assigning timekeepers

that will appear on invoices for the client.

Client setup involves reviewing your client's billing codes and optionally associating your firms'

codes equivalents, and adding/assigning timekeepers to the client record.

You can complete client setup in one of the following ways:

· Complete client setup through the wizard that appears after you register your firm's

account and create an administrator account related to your firm's account.

· Complete the client setup task by clicking the Please complete setup for client link

from the Collaborati home page, Messages section.

· Select the Complete Client Setup button from the Clients tab.

Note: The Complete Client Setup button only displays if initial setup for a client hasn't been

completed.

Complete the following after client setup:

1. If you choose to upload LEDES invoices, the application will ask you to enter an

internal code for this client. Enter one or more internal client codes (separated by a

comma) and click Next.

2. The application will display client-authorized Task (Fee), Expense and Activity billing

codes on the screen (if applicable). Client-authorized Non-US Tax codes will also

display.

3. If you are submitting LEDES invoices, your Time & Billing system may be using

different codes. If this is the case, you can indicate your internal billing code equivalent

for each applicable code, for each sub-set. By default, it is assumed that you use client

codes in your invoices.

4. Click Next.

5. Select how you will add Timekeepers:

· By uploading a list of timekeepers (see How do I upload multiple timekeepers?)

· By entering or assigning individual timekeepers to the client (see How do I assign

existing timekeepers to a new client?)

6. When you have finished assigning or uploading your timekeepers, click Next.

7. Verify the summary information listed on the screen. Click Finish when you are

satisfied with the information stored in your client record.

For assistance, please refer to Client Setup Help or contact Mitratech Support. 

https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Administrator_Help/Help_with_Admin_Settings/Firm_Account_Setup_Help
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Administrator_Help/Help_with_Admin_Settings/Firm_Account_Setup_Help/help_timekeeperlist
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Administrator_Help/Help_with_Admin_Settings/Client_Setup_Help/help_clientvendortimekeeperlist
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Administrator_Help/Help_with_Admin_Settings/Client_Setup_Help/help_clientvendortimekeeperlist
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Administrator_Help/Help_with_Admin_Settings/Client_Setup_Help
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1.2.1 Collaborati Settings in Lawtrac

The Collaborati Settings page is where synchronization between
Lawtrac and Collaborati is managed. After Mitratech Support has
created your Collaborati account, a “Welcome to COLLABORATI"
email is sent to you containing the URL and credentials that you
need to create the sync between the two applications. If you or
another designated user in your organization did not receive this
email, please contact Mitratech Support. If this was already done
for you by Mitratech Support, you can skip this process.

To reach the Collaborati Settings page in Lawtrac you must be a
firm admin or a super user for your application.

If you meet these requirements, after you log in to Lawtrac, navigate
to the Application & Administration page and click the Application &
Database tab.

Collaborati Settings link will appear in section 8, as shown on the
image to the right.

Next, complete the rest of the synchronization setup steps to
establish a continuous transfer of information between Lawtrac
and Collaborati. Finally, provide billing and technical contact
information to designate the administrative users responsible for
addressing technical and business issues.

        

Collaborati Settings in Lawtrac

From the COLLABORATI Settings area, you need to configure the way LAWTRAC connects to Collaborati.  If
the connection has already been established for you by Mitratech Support, you can proceed to the next
section.
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Collaborati Settings

1. In the "Collaborati URL" text box, enter the URL for Collaborati. If the URL has already been
entered, keep the existing Collaborati URL unless you have been specifically instructed
to change it by Mitratech Support.

2. Enter the credentials in the username (case-sensitive) and password (case- sensitive) fields
that you received in the welcome email. If the username and password fields have already
been entered, keep the existing values unless you have been specifically instructed to
change them by Mitratech Support.

3. To test the connection, click the Update button. When the Lawtrac and Collaborati
applications are connected, the text Connection Established appears in green above the
permission switches. If another message displays, there may be a problem with the
connection and you should attempt to correct it using the table below. If you tried to
resolve the issue and you are still having trouble with your connection, please contact
Mitratech Support. 

There are two permission switches that should appear in green – Rate Collaboration and Rate
Sharing. If all the switches on the screen are red, or there are any other switches in green besides
the ones mentioned above, please refer to Collaborati Client Setup to properly set those up or
contact Mitratech Support for assistance.

1.2.1.1 Starting or Stopping COLLABORATI Sync with Collaborati

Collaborati Sync Log

Located below the Collaborati settings, the Collaborati Sync Log allows you to view past sync runs that
include the date and time the last sync was completed, the duration of the sync, and whether any errors
occurred. The short list (default view) displays the most recent five syncs.

Click Long List at the top right corner of the Collaborati Sync Log table to view the most recent 100 syncs.
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Collaborati Sync Log Details

Collaborati Sync Log with Error Details
To view errors, click on the date and time of the last sync, located under the Last Sync Time
column. A pop-up window displays the error type, time and date the error occurred, and a short
description. Do not click on the date and time of a sync in progress or you will not get accurate data,
since the sync is not completed yet.

1.3 ColdFusion Administrator Setup

To ensure a successful synchronization between Collaborati and Lawtrac, users must ensure certain

property values within ColdFusion Administrator. This step is usually done for you by Mitratech

Support or your company’s IT department and this section could be just used for informational

purposes. 
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1. In the ColdFusion Administrator sidebar, select Server

Settings.

2. Select Settings.

3. Locate the property titled "Prefix serialized JSON with" and

make sure the box is not checked.

Server Settings Menu

Server Settings Page
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4. Open a command prompt and use the cd command (change directory) into the \jre\bin folder
located in your ColdFusion installation directory.

5. Click Submit Changes to confirm.

The next step of the set-up is to download the Collaborati certificates and import them within the

ColdFusion installation. Please contact Mitratech Support for assistance.

1.4 Collaborati Scheduled Sync

The Collaborati Synchronization scheduled task synchronizes the Lawtrac application and the

Collaborati application so that outside counsel can submit invoices and rate requests. 

New Collaborati clients will need to manually configure their scheduled task URL. This step is

usually done by Mitratech Support, but it is outlined below to provide you with a better understanding

of the setup process.

In the Scheduled Tasks page, click Add New Scheduled Task.

Add a New Scheduled Task, by providing a name, start and end date, time, interval and set the

URL to: 'http://localhost:8500/YourLawtracVersion/InitiateCollaboratiSync.cfm’ or the current URL

provided with your release. 

If the task has already been created for you, you can modify the Run Interval wh i c h  allows you
to set the interval of information transfer requests between your Lawtrac application and
Collaborati. Click the existing Task Name and enter the new run interval. Options range from hourly
to daily, weekly, monthly, to just a one-time run. The recommended interval for production is every
12 hours or once a day. This will ensure that any changes to a vendor's profile, rate card, invoice,
etc. in Lawtrac will be synced to Collaborati more frequently and your vendors will view the most
accurate and up-to-date information. 

For existing Collaborati clients, Scheduled task URL must be manually updated to the URL
provided with your release version.
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Scheduled Task Inforamtion Fields

Click on the SAVE button and test the Collaborati Sync by clicking on the Run Now button. Once
the first synchronization runs, the Collaborati Sync Log in the Synchronization Settings section
displays the date and time of the last successfully completed synchronization.
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1.5 Collaborati Vendor Tab in Lawtrac

Collaborati is exclusively vendor-facing, and many of the transactions are carried out by a Mitratech
Support administrator. As an in-house Legal team user, you can associate Collaborati vendors with
Lawtrac firms or vendors. Once the connection has been established, the vendor records for all of
your vendors (step 4 of Prerequis ites) will be created in Collaborati by Mitratech, and pulled into
 your COLLABORATI Vendor Tab.

The Collaborati tab is located within your Lawtrac firm’s or vendor’s record. If there are no current

authorizations, once you click on the tab, the page will display the number of active vendors added

to Collaborati that require your authorization. 

From the Collaborati tab, you can authorize the Collaborati law firm or vendor that matches the
profile you created in Lawtrac. The Collaborati vendor profile does not require a synchronization to
come in through the available list of vendors and it is held in this tab until mapped.

Only Collaborati vendors and law firms that have not been associated with another Lawtrac vendor
record appear in this tab. To start the mapping process, follow these steps:

1. Select your law firm or vendor from the Current Collaborati Vendor list, then
click Authorize Vendor. If the law firm or vendor does not appear in the list,
contact support@mitratech.com to ensure that the firm/vendor has been added to the
system. If a Collaborati vendor has already been associated with the Lawtrac vendor
profile, only the buttons Manage Timekeepers and Remove Association are displayed.

2. Click Remove Association to select a different Collaborati vendor to authorize, or
click Manage Timekeepers to view or add currently mapped staff.

Authorize Firm or Vendor

When the Authorize Vendor button is clicked, this will map the vendor records and the Collaborati
Vendor will receive an email notification inviting them to register for Collaborati to complete the setup.
The notification will be sent to the email that the Client used to add the vendor into the system in
Collaborati.

The Collaborati vendor must complete the account setup and add new timekeepers that will further
require your authorization. Until you associate the newly added timekeepers in Lawtrac, the
Collaborati client will have a status of Waiting for Client Authorization for that vendor.
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For each authorized vendor, you can optionally restrict the billing codes that they would be able to
use (by default, all your invoice line item categories will be available to all vendors).

You can deactivate any vendor at any time. Once deactivated, the vendor would not be able to
continue submitting invoices electronically.

1.6 Manage Timekeepers

For each authorized vendor, you may be required to authorize new timekeeper records from
Collaborati, mapping them to your existing timekeeper records or just adding them as new staff
records in Lawtrac. If this is the case, you will be notified once a vendor has registered and
submitted timekeepers for your authorization.

Once the timekeepers are added in Collaborati, you will be able to make the association in Lawtrac.
This is done by clicking the Manage Timekeeper button in the Collaborati tab for that firm or vendor in
Lawtrac.

Manage Timekeepers

There are two ways you can map timekeepers between Lawtrac and Collaborati:

· You can create a new timekeeper record based on the data of an existing Collaborati
timekeeper by leaving the drop-down option on "New Staff Member", and selecting a Collaborati
timekeeper from the Select Timekeeper drop-down list. If a record is created through this
method, by selecting Select Timekeeper from the dropdown list, the Name, Email, City,
State, Zip, Country, Mobile Phone, Job Title information is displayed prior to clicking the
Associate Timekeepers button. This information will only be displayed if it was added in
Collaborati by the vendor admin.

· Map to an existing Lawtrac staff member. Select the Lawtrac staff member from the Select
Staff drop-down list and then select the Collaborati timekeeper from the Select Timekeeper
drop-down list. Vendor staff is referred to as a "Timekeeper" in Collaborati, so the name in the
"Select Staff" and the name in the "Select Timekeeper" fields should refer to the same person,
as these two accounts will be linked. If you are associating timekeepers using this
method, the Collaborati Timekeeper information will overwrite the existing Lawtrac
staff member’s personal information. Name, Email, City, State, Zip, Country, Mobile
Phone, Job Title fields are the only timekeeper fields that will be added from Collaborati into
Lawtrac. Any subsequent updates in Lawtrac will not update the information of the timekeeper
in Collaborati.

Note: Timekeeper names should match the Staff name, but because the timekeepers are entered
into Collaborati by Mitratech Support, the names may appear different.
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Use the radio buttons to allow or restrict the timekeeper access to Lawtrac.

Associate a Timekeeper

Click Associate Timekeepers. By clicking Associate Timekeepers the timekeeper becomes
mapped. 

Once the timekeeper has been associated in Lawtrac, after the screen is refreshed the timekeeper
will display in the Currently Mapped Staff table. Repeat this action for all timekeepers that need to be
mapped with the existing Lawtrac staff members.

To further verify whether the newly mapped timekeepers have been added to the Firm’s Staff Table in
Lawtrac, navigate to the current firm or vendor’s Staff tab and refresh the page by clicking on the icon
found just under the Search tab.

· To remove a timekeeper, click the delete  icon to the far right of the selected timekeeper's
name.

This completes the vendor setup process. 

For timekeepers to be able to submit invoices from Collaborati, the following criteria must be met:

· Approved rate cards for these timekeepers have been synced to Collaborati.

· A Lawtrac matter, with a Lead attorney assigned, should have a Lawtrac firm associated from
the matter Firms & Vendors’ tab. The matter must be synced to Collaborati.

You will need to initiate synchronization between Lawtrac and Collaborati to Activate that vendor's
client.  
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1.6.1 View, Add, Modify, or Delete a Timekeeper in Collaborati

You can view, add, modify, or delete Timekeepers in Collaborati at any time. If you add, modify, or
delete a Timekeeper record, your client automatically receives and stores the updated Timekeeper
information (based on their CSM Settings). Please refer to this guide:

How to Modify a Timekeeper in Collaborati

1.7 First Sync

After completing the setup, you will need to sync Lawtrac with Collaborati. This is done by

navigating to Application Administration | Application & Database | Collaborati Settings and

then clicking the Sync Now button.

1.8 Billing Codes

LEDES Codes are industry standard accounting codes for corporate legal billing which allow various
accounting programs to interface with each other. The LEDES Codes have the same functionality
with Collaborati as the way they behaved for Outside Counsel e-billing.

In Lawtrac, industry standard codes are listed first with their code number, description and type
(Activity, Disbursement, Fee, etc.). By adjusting LEDES codes and processing rules, site
administrators and super users can add a maximum amount of hours per invoice or fiscal year.
Additionally, codes can be hidden from drop-down lists, blocked from Collaborati use, or require
Collaborati use.

1.8.1 View Client-authorized Billing Codes in Collaborati

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Clients tab. The Clients screen opens.

2. Click the client's name.

3. Click the Codes sub-navigation link.

4. A Task Codes list will display by default. This list was retrieved from the client system.

Note: When creating an invoice from the Collaborati online form, from the Invoices tab

> Create Invoice link  > on step 2 Line Items screen, the Fee drop-down list options will be

the same as the Task Codes list items. From the 2 Line Items screen, for the Item

Type drop-down list, you need to select Fee before the Fee drop-down list will appear.

5. To view Expense Codes, click the Expense Codes link. These codes were authorized by the

client.

https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Administrator_Help/Help_with_Admin_Settings/Firm_Account_Setup_Help/help_timekeeperedit
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Note: When creating an invoice from the Collaborati online form, from the Invoices tab

> Create Invoice link  > on step 2 Line Items screen, the Expense drop-down list options will

be the same as the Expense Codes list items. From the 2 Line Items screen, for the Item

Type drop-down list, you need to select Exp before the Expense drop-down list will appear.

6. To view Activity Codes, click the Activity Codes link. These codes were authorized by the client.

Note: When creating an invoice from the Collaborati online form, from the Invoices tab

> Create Invoice link  > on step 2 Line Items screen, the Activity drop-down list options will

be the same as the Activity Codes list items. From the 2 Line Items screen, for the Item

Type drop-down list, you need to select Fee before the Activity drop-down list will appear.

Note: When uploading LEDES invoices, Collaborati will validate Task, Expense and Activity,

for client authorization.

1.8.2 How to Disable Client-authorized Billing Codes

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Clients tab. The Clients screen opens.

2. Click on the client's name.

3. Click on the Codes sub-navigation link.

4. To disable Task or Fee codes, from the Task Codes list, clear the Use check-box in the row for

any codes you do not plan to use.

5. To disable Expense Codes, click the Expense Codes link. Clear the Use check-box in the same

row as any codes you do not plan to use.

6. To disable Activity Codes, click the Activity Codes link. Clear the Use check-box in the same

row as any codes you do not plan to use.

7. To disable Non-US Tax Codes, click the Non-US Tax Codes link. Clear the Use check-box in

the same row as any codes you do not plan to use.

Note: To disable all billing codes on a screen, clear the Use check-box at the top of the table

column.

Note: Any changes to the client's Codes screens will be saved automatically.

1.8.3 Map Internal Billing Codes to Client-authorized Billing Codes

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Clients tab. The Clients screen opens.

2. Click on the client's name.

3. Click on the Codes sub-navigation link.
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4. To map Task codes, from the Task Codes list, type your internal task/fee code in the Internal

Billing Code box in the same row as the client-authorized code to map.

5. To map Expense Codes, click the Expense Codes link. Type your internal expense code in

the Internal Billing Code box in the same row as the client-authorized code to map.

6. To map Activity Codes, click the Activity Codes link. Type your internal activity code in

the Internal Billing Code box in the same row as the client-authorized code to map.

Note: To disable all billing codes on a screen, clear the Use check-box at the top of the table

column.

Note: Any changes to the client's Codes screens will be saved automatically.

1.8.4 Edit or Add Client's Internal Client Codes

Edit a Client's Internal Client Codes or add another Internal Client Code for My
Client (for uploading LEDES invoices only)

Internal Client Code values are used to validate uploaded invoices.

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Clients tab. The Clients screen opens.

2. Click on the client's name.

3. Click on the Codes sub-navigation link.

4. Click the Internal Client Code link.

5. Edit the Internal Client Code box. You can enter one or more values separated by a comma. If

you upload LEDES invoices, the CLIENT_ID field values in the invoice file will be validated against

the Internal Client Code values you provide.

6. Click Save.

1.9 Rate Cards and Submitting Collaborati Timekeeper Requests

Rate requests are requests submitted to a client to propose hourly rates. You can either create manual
timekeeper rate requests from Collaborati or upload rates with the help of a .csv file. 

If a timekeeper is an existing Outside Counsel user and has existing approved rates in Lawtrac, they will
be automatically transferred to Collaborati after synchronization.

Note: You can submit rate requests to a client if you have Administrator rights and if rate collaboration is
enabled for your system. If rate collaboration is not enabled, you cannot save, submit, or cancel rate
requests.

To start, access the Collaborati application and log on using your credentials. Click on the Timekeepers
tab and select Rate Requests.
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1.9.1 Manual Rate Requests

This section details how to submit manual Rate Requests.

Submit Manual Rate Requests:
1. From the Rate Requests screen, click the Create Timekeeper Rate Request link. 

2. Select the required Client record from this dropdown list, provide any optional information in the

Request Name, Requested By, and Comments fields and continue by clicking on the Next

button.

On the Create Timekeeper Rate Requests screen, there are three types of Rate Requests
and your client will usually prefer one of these types. Please check with your client if you are
unsure which type to use in your Rate Request. Most clients prefer the Timekeeper rate,
otherwise, they will specify a different type.

· Timekeeper rate - The rate for the timekeeper.

· Invoice task rate - The rate for the timekeeper for a specific task (such as B110).

· Vendor rate - The rate for the vendor for a specific task or timekeeper classification. If the
rate applies to a timekeeper classification, the field includes the classification type.

Select the Timekeeper Rate radio button. If the rate applies to a timekeeper classification, the field
includes the classification type. 

Create Timekeeper Rate Request

3. The required fields on this screen are the Timekeeper dropdown list – which sets the name of the
timekeeper associated with the rate, Type dropdown list (which can be either Timekeeper rate — the
rate for the timekeeper, or an Invoice task rate — the rate for the timekeeper for a specific task), and
Rate – the amount the rate request proposes per hour.
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4. The Start Date and End Date fields are required for all Lawtrac rate requests, even though they do not
display as required in Collaborati. 

a. Rate requests that are missing these fields will be automatically rejected by Lawtrac. 

b. The Start Date and End Date fields of the timekeeper rate request must fall within the defined fiscal
year in Lawtrac.

5. Provide an optional Note the client would receive with the rate.

6. Once you have filled in the required fields, click the Add Item button. This allows you to input multiple

rate requests for multiple fiscal years in one request. Repeat for each entry.

7. Once all the rate requests entries have been added, click on the Next button. 

8. This page will be a review of your rate request.  Review the information and check for correctness,
then click on the Submit button. This will submit your rate request(s) for approval in Lawtrac. The
rate request should reflect a status of “Pending Client Retrieval”.

9. You can also click Delete to remove the Rate Request. 
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10. To edit the Rate Request before submitting, click Back and add/edit rate items. 

After you submit a rate request, the client's system must sync to Collaborati for the client to receive
the request. When the client's system receives a request, the client can approve the rate with or
without proposing another rate, or reject the request.

Note: If a rate freeze exists that covers a new submitted rate, the rate request is automatically
rejected and a notification is created in Collaborati.

1.9.1.1 View an Existing Rate Request

To view an existing request:

1. Click the Timekeepers tab.

2. Click Rate Requests. If requests already exist, you will see a list of created or uploaded

requests.

3. Under the Request Name column, click the link for the rate request you want to view.

Rate Request: Invoice Task Rate

For each entry, you will need to enter information about a timekeeper.

Choose: Timekeeper rate

· Timekeeper: Select the Name from drop down

· Type: Invoice Task Rate

· Code: Select the task code

· Start Date: Required

· End Date: Required

· Note: Optional

4. Click Add Item button. Repeat for each entry.
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5. When the entries are completed, click Next.

This page will be a review of your rate request.  Review the information and check for correctness.

6. Click the Submit button to submit the Rate Request to your client. 

a. You can also click Delete to remove the Rate Request. 

b. To edit the Rate Request before submitting, click Back and add/edit rate items. 

7. Click Done to save changes and submit later.
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After you submit a rate request, the client's system must sync to Collaborati for the client to receive the
request. When the client's system receives a request, the client can approve the rate with or without
proposing another rate, or reject the request.

Note: If a rate freeze exists that covers a new submitted rate, the rate request is automatically
rejected and a notification is created in Collaborati.

1.9.2 Uploading Rate Requests

If you have multiple rate requests to enter into Collaborati, you can enter them into a .csv file to
upload rates from the file.

1. From the Rate Requests page, click the Upload Timekeeper Rate Request link.

2. Click the Download Sample Timekeeper rate file link.

3. Open the downloaded Timekeeper Rate Proposal Sample.csv file.

4. Refer to the Timekeeper Rate Proposal Sample.csv Fields section below to enter the rate or

rates you want to upload.

5. Save the file.

6. From the Client field on the Upload Rates Request page, select the client that will receive the

rate request.

7. From the File to Upload field, browse to the timekeeper rate file.Upl

8. (Optional) Place a check-mark in the Overwrite existing timekeeper profiles to update

existing rates.

9. Click Next.

If an error occurs when you upload a file, the error appears at the top of the page with the line

number where the error appears.

10. Review the uploaded timekeeper rates. Refer to the Status column to determine if you've entered

a field incorrectly.

Uploading Rate Requests
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After approving or rejecting rate requests in Lawtrac by the law firm admin, and a sync is established
between Lawtrac and Collaborati, the new rate codes will sync back to Collaborati.

In Collaborati, these approved rates can be viewed by navigating to Timekeepers > Timekeepers >
[timekeeper record] > Rates (the ‘$’ symbol on the left side of the screen).

See the Timekeeper Rate Proposal .csv Fields in the following section. 

1.9.2.1 Timekeeper Rate Proposal Sample.csv Fields

Column
Name

Description

*timekeeper
displayCode

The Display Code for the timekeeper that you want to associate with the
rate.

*category The type of rate. Enter Timekeeper rate to specify a rate for the
timekeeper, or Invoice task rate to specify a rate for a specific fee.

taskCode The code for the task you want to associate with the rate. This field is
required if category is Invoice task rate, but the field should be empty if
category is Timekeeper rate.

*currency The name of the currency, which must be the same type of currency the
client sets up. Enter the full Currency Name, as listed in the Acceptable
Currencies table.

*rate(Hourly) The number amount, based on the currency, that the timekeeper charges per
hour. Enter the rate with a period for the decimal point. Collaborati does not
accept a comma as the decimal point.

startDate The start date for this rate in one of the following formats: M/D/YYYY, M/DD/
YYYY, MM/DD/YYYY, MM/D/YYYY.

endDate The end date for this rate in the same formats acceptable for startDate.

note Notes about the rate.

https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Frequently_Asked_Questions/Currencies/currencies_accepted_by_collaborati
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Frequently_Asked_Questions/Currencies/currencies_accepted_by_collaborati
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1.9.3 Matter Level Rate Cards in Collaborati

Administrative users of the Legal department and matter leads can enable rate cards for vendor staff
members/timekeepers at the matter level. While most rate cards are generated for timekeepers from
the vendor page for the fiscal year, a matter-level rate card can help the Legal department manage
timekeeper discounts for a specific matter.

Important Note: Settings for a rate card applied at the matter level take precedence over the
settings of an individual timekeeper's or firm's rate card. Matter-level rate cards inherit the firm's
currency of preference. 

In Collaborati, similar to Lawtrac, you can add a matter-level rate card for the firm or for the
timekeeper. The Lawtrac site administrator must have the matter-level rate card switch turned on
in Application Administration.

Please note that unlike the staff member rate card, if a Lawtrac firm is has an existing matter level
rate card those rates will not sync back to Collaborati. The matter rates must be resubmitted from
Collaborati, approved in the Outstanding Approvals Admin screen and synchronized back with
Collaborati.

To submit a Matter level rate request in Collaborati:

1. From the Rate Requests screen, click the Create Timekeeper Rate Request link. Select the
required Client record from this dropdown list, provide any optional information in the Request
Name, Requested By, and Comments fields and continue by clicking on the Next button.

2. The required fields on this screen are the Timekeeper dropdown list – which sets the name of
the timekeeper associated with the rate, Type dropdown list (which can be either Timekeeper
rate — the rate for the timekeeper, or an Invoice task rate—the rate for the timekeeper for a
specific task), and Rate – the amount the rate request proposes per hour.

3. The Start Date and End Date fields are required for all Lawtrac rate requests, even though they
do not display as required in Collaborati. Rate requests that are missing these fields will be
automatically rejected by Lawtrac. The Start Date and End Date fields of the timekeeper rate
request must fall within the defined fiscal year in Lawtrac.

4. Select a Matter from the dropdown and provide an optional note to the Client.

5. Once you have filled in the required fields, click on the Add Item button. This allows you to input
multiple rate requests for multiple fiscal years in one request. Repeat for each entry and submit
the request.
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6. The next page will be a review of your rate request.  Review the information and check for
correctness, then click on the Submit button.

7. Once a synchronization between Lawtrac and Collaborati is completed, all valid request will be
received for Approval. Invalid requests will be returned as auto-rejected.

8. Once approved, you can view a matter level rate request for a vendor staff by selecting the
"Timekeepers" tab, then click on the Timekeeper Name and "Rates".

9. To view an approved matter level rate request for a vendor in Collaborati, select the Clients tab,
click on the Client Name and then click on Rates.

1.9.4 Searching for Rate Requests

To see rates for a specific client's timekeepers:

1. Click on the client's name, then click the Rates tab from the client profile page.
The Rates list page appears, with a Search option field that you can use to perform a custom
search.

2. Type some values to restrict your search to specific clients, matter names or numbers, request
dates, due dates, statuses, and so forth. Separate multiple criteria with a comma.

The results matching your values will appear in a list as you type, below the search option field.

Search All Timekeeper Rate Requests

1. Click the Timekeepers tab.

2. Click the Rate Request tab.
The Rates list page appears, with a Search option field that you can use to perform a custom
search.

3. Type some values to restrict your search to specific clients, matter names or numbers, request
dates, due dates, statuses, and so forth. Separate multiple criteria with a comma.

The results matching your values will appear in a list as you type, below the search option field.

1.9.5 Common Scenarios that Lead to Automatic Rate Request Rejection

The following bullets outline a few scenarios in which a rate request would automatically be rejected:

· Submitting a rate request without a start and/or end date. See #4 in the Manual Rate Request
section of this documentation for further detail.

· Submitting a rate request that spans between two fiscal years set in Lawtrac. 

o For example, if the set Fiscal Year is 2018 (01/31/2017 to 01/30/2018) and the rate request is

submitted with a start date of 02/01/2017 and an end date of 02/01/2018, this will be an invalid
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rate request because the start date is in Fiscal Year 2018 and the end date is in Fiscal Year
2019.

· Submitting a rate request with a non-existing Lawtrac Fiscal Year will generate sync errors. 

o For example, Lawtrac has defined Fiscal Years from 2012 to 2020, and the rate request is

submitted for 2011 or 2021 that may cause to sync errors and may lead to automatic rejection
of the rate request.

Other Scenarios

· Collaborati timekeepers can resubmit rate requests multiple times within a fiscal year (FY). The
task rate of the last approved rate request will be the valid rate for the current FY. However,
Collaborati timekeepers are discouraged from submitting multiple rate requests for one FY in one
submission. The last approved line item from the request will be the valid task code rate for the
current FY.

· As noted in the Matter Level Rate Cards section, if a Lawtrac firm is has an existing matter level
rate card or an existing firm level rate card, those rates will not sync back to Collaborati. Both the 
Matter Rates and the Firm Level Rates must be resubmitted from Collaborati, approved in the
Outstanding Approvals Admin screen, and synced back with Collaborati.

· Unless Lawtrac is set up to receive invoices with expense line items without timekeepers, Lawtrac
will automatically rejects invoices that are submitted with unapproved codes. The whole invoice will
be rejected if one of these items is in violation of the rule.

1.9.6 Cancel and Delete Rate Requests

To cancel a Rate Request:

1. From the Rate Requests page, search for the request you want to cancel.

2. Click Cancel in the Request Status column.

Note: You can only cancel rate requests if the client has not approved or rejected the request. If the
status of the request is Pending Client Retrieval when you cancel, the client does not receive the
request. If the status is Pending Client Approval, the request updates with a cancellation status
after the client's system syncs with Collaborati.

To Delete a Rate Request:

1. From the Rate Requests page, search for the request you want to delete.

2. Click Delete in the Request Status column.

Note: You can only delete rate requests if the status is Approved, Rejected, Canceled, or Error.
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1.9.7 Rate Request Statuses

This section defines the possible Rate Request statuses:

· Not Submitted—The client does not see a request until you submit it. Click Submit from the
Rates Request page to submit a request.

· Pending Client Retrieval—The request is not in the client's system yet.

· Pending Client Approval—The request is in the client's system, but is pending an approval
action from the client.

· Approved—The client can propose a new rate when approving a request.

· Rejected—When the client rejects a rate, you cannot resubmit the request. Create a new request
to submit new rates.

· Canceled (Pending Client Synchronization)—Cancellation is pending until the client's system
syncs with Collaborati.

· Canceled—The cancellation status has synced with the client's system.

· Error— An error can occur after the client approves the request if something in the request
conflicts with the client's system. After an error occurs, the client can update the system and
approve the request again, or you can cancel the request.

Note: Clients are able to approve or reject a rate requests in its entirety (i.e. a collection of
submitted rate codes), or per code/line item. If rejected, the rate request is sent back to Collaborati
for revision.

1.9.8 Rate Request Approvals

Rate requests are requests with proposed hourly rates that vendors submit through Collaborati.

 To be able to accept rates and approve requests, you must synchronize Lawtrac and

Collaborati when such a request is submitted. In-house Lawtrac administrators with access to the

Application & Administration screen will be able to take action on requests.

Note: Vendors can only send rates if rate collaboration is enabled. To enable rate

collaboration, contact Mitratech Support.

Outstanding Approvals

The Outstanding Approvals hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to view all unapproved rate cards for a firm/
vendor's timekeeper, and approve multiple rate cards at a time.
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1. Select a fiscal year from the drop-down list. 

a. If any rate card requests have been made for that year, a list of the firms/vendors that made
the request are displayed.

2. Click the name of the firm/vendor to open a list of their timekeepers and amount of unapproved
rates at the bottom of the page.

3. Click the name of the timekeeper to view a list of individual and matter-level rate cards.

4. Use the checkboxes to the far right to approve a rate card.

5. Click Approve Checked at the bottom of the list.

Rate cards can be created and deleted from within a Firms & Vendors page. You can also delete
rate cards from Application Administration using the Delete Rate Card(s) hyperlink.

After approving or rejecting rate requests in Lawtrac, another sync between Lawtrac and Collaborati
must be run to submit the new rate codes back to Collaborati.

In Collaborati, these approved rates can be viewed by navigating to Timekeepers > Timekeepers >
[timekeeper record] > Rates (the ‘$’ symbol on the left side of the screen).

Rate Request Requirements and Conditions

· Rate requests cannot extend into two fiscal years. For example, a timekeeper cannot submit a
rate request from FY17 that extends into FY18.

· When submitting rate requests, the fiscal year submitted must match the fiscal year defined in the
Lawtrac application.
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· If a timekeeper has multiple rate requests for different time periods within a FY, the one approved
last will be the valid rate that will be submitted back to Collaborati for a given task code.

For example: John Smith submits a rate request for FY18 (02-2017 to 02-2018) with two line items
from Collaborati:

Line Item 1: 05-01-17 to 05-31-2017 for the rate of $200 for all task codes.

Line Item 2: 06-01-17 to 06-30-2017 for the rate of $100 for all task codes.

After synchronization between Lawtrac and Collaborati, the in-house approver in Lawtrac will see the
request:

Click the Edit Icon (far right column) to combine both requests and expand the approval screen.

Since the task codes might be repeated in the two line items, the ones that are submitted last (in
this case Line Item 2), if approved, will be the ones that will sync to Collaborati as an approved rate.
For this reason, Collaborati vendors are discouraged from submitting multiple rate requests
within a FY with one submission.
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At any time, an approved rate can be modified, either by the in-house approver or by submitting a
new vendor rate request from Collaborati.

If an in-house approver would like to modify the rate for a specific task code for a timekeeper in
Collaborati:

1. Navigate to the vendor record in Lawtrac by selecting it from the People | Firms & Vendors 
screen. 

2. Select the timekeeper that will require the task code rate change and click on the Edit Rate
Card link. 
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3. After the new rate has been selected for a certain task code, you will need to synchronize the
changes to Collaborati so that the new rate(s) can be applied to the vendor approved task codes.

1.10 Syncing Matter Records from Lawtrac to Collaborati

Client authorized matters are shown on the Matters screen in Collaborati. 

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Matters tab. The Matters screen opens
with a list of client-authorized matter records.

2. Click on matter name to view matter details.

Requirements for a successful matter sync:

1. The matter records must be assigned to a valid Collaborati vendor.

2. A matter record must have a primary (lead) role assigned.
a. See step 2a in the To Sync a Matter from Lawtrac to Collaborati section below for further

detail.

3. If a matter record is reopened, it must have a last update date greater than the last Collaborati
Sync Time. 

4. If a matter record is closed and was never synced with Collaborati, it must be reopened to obtain
a Collaborati Matter ID. This needs to be done despite the setting in Lawtrac, where vendors are
allowed to bill against a closed matter record up to 366 days. 

To Sync a Matter from Lawtrac to Collaborati:
1. Log in to Lawtrac as an admin user, and navigate to the matter record to be synced to

Collaborati. (Through My Matters or any other method)

2. From the matter record, click the Legal Team tab. 
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a. If nobody is assigned to the Lead Attorney role, click the Add Individual link. Select the
individual in the dropdown lists to assign the Lead Attorney role.

3. Assign a Collaborati firm or vendor record to the matter record.

a. From the matter record, click the Firms & Vendors tab.

b. Click the Add Firm / Vendor link, then type in the name of the firm or vendor record in
Lawtrac to add to the matter.

c. Click the List Matching Firms and Vendors button to see a list of matching results. Click
the respective name of the firm or vendor record.

d. Select the check boxes of any firm/vendor staff members to assign to the matter (optional).

e. Click the Assign Firm / Vendor button.

4. Synchronize Lawtrac and Collaborati.

After successful synchronization, the matter record should be available in Collaborati for assigned
vendor accounts.

1.10.1 Allow e-Billing for Closed Matters

From the Finance Switches page, you can configure a setting that allows Collaborati invoices

to be associated with closed Lawtrac matters. You must set a maximum number of days in

which invoices can be received after the Matter Close date.

To allow invoices for closed matters:

1. From Application & Administration Settings, click Finance Options and  the Finance

Switches link from the right pane. 

a. The Finance Switches page opens.

2. Enter the number of days allowed for e-billing after a matter is closed (maximum = 366 days)

in the Invoices May Only be submitted xxx days after a matter is closed section. For

example, if 100 days is entered, then matters will be authorized for e-billing within 100 days

after the matter close date.

Please Note: If you change this setting, any currently-closed matters need to be reopened, synced
with Collaborati to become available for e-Billing vendors and then closed again in Lawtrac.
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1.10.2 View a Client-authorized List of Matters in Collaborati

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Matters tab. 

a. The Matters screen opens with a list of client-authorized matter records.

2. Click on matter name to view matter details.

1.11 Submitting Invoices from Collaborati to Lawtrac

Invoices can be submitted from Collaborati to Lawtrac either by manual submission, or by uploading
a LEDES file. 

Important Note: The only accepted LEDES file format is LEDES98B.

The table below describes the possible Invoice Status options seen in Lawtrac:

Invoice Status Description

Pending File Submission The invoice is waiting to be submitted. Click Return to File
Preview, then Submit Invoices.

Ready to Submit This Invoice Status only applies to invoices created in
Collaborati. Clicking on the Submit button will submit the
invoice to the client.

Waiting for Client to Accept This Invoice Status specifies that the invoice has been
submitted, but Lawtrac has yet to process and create those
invoices within its database.

Pending Approval The invoice is in the Lawtrac system and waiting for the client
to act on it.

Approved The invoice was approved.

Rejected The invoice was rejected. It may or may not contain client
adjustments.

Error The invoice includes at least one error. See Troubleshooting
Uploaded Invoices to fix the file with errors.

Paid (Only available if the client shares invoice payment status) You
can click on the Invoice Number to view one or more of the
following: Amount Paid, Date (of invoice
payment), Check (Check number), or PO Number.

https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_User_Help/Help_with_Invoices/Help_with_Submitting_Invoices/help_invoiceuploaderrorlist
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_User_Help/Help_with_Invoices/Help_with_Submitting_Invoices/help_invoiceuploaderrorlist
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1.11.1 Upload a LEDES Invoice

If you need assistance with LEDES 1998B - Uploads of LEDES 1998B files, you can refer to the
Detailed specifications found on the Collaborati site: LEDES98B Format Specifications.

To Upload a LEDES Invoice:

1. To start uploading an invoice In Collaborati as a vendor user, from anywhere in the Collaborati
application, select the Invoices tab, then select the Upload Invoices sub-navigation link.

2. Indicate what type of invoices you are uploading by selecting ‘Standard’ from the Invoice Type

dropdown list.

a.  Please note that Credit Note, Accrual or Shadow Invoices are currently not supported in

Lawtrac.

3. Click the Browse button and locate the LEDES invoice file on your computer (Please note that

currently the only supported LEDES file type is LEDES 1998B).

4. Based on your firm's profile setting, the Submit invoices directly to the client without

previewing checkbox will already be selected or cleared. Override this setting for this individual

upload by selecting or clearing this box.

5. Click Upload File. The invoice file is validated for format compliance and stored in the database.

You can immediately see if your upload was successful or not in the Recent Activity table. If your

invoice file has errors, you can see it in one of the following ways:

a. The red error message displays on top of the screen, for example: "Invoice upload file

contains invalid format". Most often this would be a formatting error, when the uploaded file is

not in the correct format.

b. The File Status column in the Recent Activity table below for that file shows File Error. This

means that every invoice in the file had at least one error, so the file cannot be submitted to

the client. Click File Error to view error details (see Troubleshooting Uploaded Invoices in

Collaborati). After reviewing files with errors, you can remove the file with errors by

clicking Delete to the right side of the file name.

https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_Rogue_Articles/LEDES98B_Format_Specifications
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_User_Help/Help_with_Invoices/Help_with_Submitting_Invoices/help_invoiceuploaderrorlist
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c. The File Status in the Recent Activity table below for that file will show Errors. This means

that at least one invoice in the file had an error, and some did not. You have a choice of

actions at this point:

· You can submit the invoices that did not have errors by clicking the Submit button under

the Actions column. After the client receives and processes those invoices, you may want

to download, correct, and re-upload the remaining invoices that had errors (see How do I

handle files that are Completed, with Errors?).

· You can click on the file name to view error details (see Troubleshooting Uploaded Invoices).

After reviewing files with errors, you can remove the file with errors by clicking Delete to the

right side of the file name.

OPTIONAL: After the file has been uploaded and processed, click the paperclip icon on the uploaded
LEDES invoice file to attach any additional documents to the invoice. Documents must be attached
to the invoice before submitting to Lawtrac. Add one or more attachments by clicking the Choose
Files buttons for each attachment.

Note: Duplicate files are not accepted. Click the trash can icon to delete uploaded
documents.

To attach documents from within an invoice's detail page

1. Access invoices from the Invoices tab.

2. From within the invoice page, click the Edit Attachments link.

3. Click Choose Files. 

a. Use the Ctrl (Control) button on your keyboard to add multiple files. 

b. Click the Trash Can icon to delete uploaded documents. 

7. If the upload was successful, click Submit to submit the invoices to clients. 

8. Once the invoice is submitted, the invoice status will update to say Waiting for Client to
Accept. 

Watch this instructional video for further assistance with uploading and configuring LEDES invoices.
If you need additional assistance, contact Mitratech Support.  

https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_User_Help/Help_with_Invoices/Help_with_Submitting_Invoices/collaborati_help-1-017
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_User_Help/Help_with_Invoices/Help_with_Submitting_Invoices/collaborati_help-1-017
https://success.mitratech.com/Collaborati/Collaborati_User_Help/Help_with_Invoices/Help_with_Submitting_Invoices/help_invoiceuploaderrorlist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvvDR0zL54M
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1.11.2 Manual Invoice Submission in Collaborati

This section provides step-by-step instructions for the five sections associated with manual invoice
submission in Collaborati. 

Section 1: Header

1. From anywhere in the Collaborati application, select the Invoices tab.

2. To add an invoice, click Create Invoice. 
The Create Invoice screen opens.

3. Complete each section of the invoice.

4. Click the Next button to fill in the Line Item information.

Invoice screen field descriptions:

Invoice Number (required): A unique number that it is currently not used in Lawtrac for that

vendor. 

Invoice Date (required): The invoice date for the current submission.

Invoice Period: The invoice period (From and To dates) for the current submission. It must occur
prior to current invoice date (optional field).

Invoice Total: The total amount of the invoice (optional field).

Description: Optional description for the current invoice submission.

Bill Invoice To: The client you are billing for the current invoice submission (optional field).

Fee Arrangement: Can be a Standard or Alternative Fee (optional field).

Invoice Type: Currently, Standard invoice types are supported in Lawtrac (optional field).

Section 2: Line Items
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Matter Screen Field Descriptions:

Matter (required): The number or name of a matter for the client being billed. The client determines
the list of available matters. 

Item Type (required): Can be any of the following options

a) Adj on Exp—indicates positive or negative adjustments against your itemized or summary
expenses. Use this item type when you have specific arrangements with your client. This
option only appears if you select Alternative Fee as the Fee Arrangement on
the Header page and if you have added at least one expense line item.

b) Adj on Fees—indicates positive or negative adjustments against your itemized or summary
fees. Use this item type when you have specific arrangements with your client. This option
only appears if you select Alternative Fee as the Fee Arrangement on the Header page and if
you have added at least one fee line item.

c) Exp—indicates a specific expense or disbursement.
d) Fee—Indicates a specific task completed as part of services provided.
e) Total Exp—indicates a summary of expenses or disbursement. You can only add a Total

Exp line item if you have not already added an Exp line item.
f) Total Fees—Indicates a summary of the fees for services provided. You can only add a Total

Fees line item if you have not already added a Fee line item.

TK (required): The ID of the timekeeper. The vendor administrator sets the list of available
timekeepers, and the client authorizes this list. A timekeeper ID is not required for an expense line
item unless Lawtrac restricts its usage through the admin settings 

Date (required): The date that the fee or expense occurs. The line item date needs to be on or prior
of the invoice date. 

With Exp selected from Item Type:  Exp is an appropriate billing code for the expense. Your client
sets the list of available expense codes.

Price: The unit price of the expense. The number of decimal places you can enter depends on
your client's settings.
Units: The number of units of the expense.

With Fees selected from Item Type: Fee is an appropriate activity code for the fee. Your client
sets the list of available fee codes.

Activity: An appropriate activity code for the fee. You can add a fee without including an activity
code.
Rate: The hourly rate of the timekeeper.

Hrs: The number of hours worked for the line item.
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Discount: The discount amount for the fee or expense line item. This amount is automatically
deducted from the line item and the new amount displays in the Amount field.

Amount: The line item amount based on all other amounts you enter as part of the line item.

Empty text field: A description of the line item.

Taxable Item: A check-box that specifies that the line item is taxable (Not supported in Lawtrac). If
selected, the invoice will be auto-rejected at the time of synchronization.

Section 3: Taxes & Discounts

From the Taxes & Discounts page, you can apply additional discounts to an invoice's total amounts
or to enter additional discounts against fees or expenses or both. 
Invoices with taxes are not currently supported in Lawtrac, and will be auto-rejected at the time of
synchronization. 

Section 4: Attachments

You can add all types of files as attachments, including word processor or spreadsheet documents,
image files, web pages (HTML files), zipped files and more. The total size of all attachments per
invoice should not exceed 20 MB.  However, the submitted files types must be defined as safe in
Lawtrac. 

To Add an Attachment:

1. Add one or more attachments by clicking the Browse button next to the File boxes for each
attachment. If you want to attach more than three files, click on the Add Another File link next to
the Attach Files button.

a. There is no limit to the number of attachments you can add.

2. When you have selected all files you wish to attach, click on the Attach Files button at the
bottom of the page.

a. You will see the list of your attachments in the table below. 

3. Click the Done button at the bottom of the page to return to your invoice.

When you are finished attaching files to this invoice, click Next to go to the Preview &
Submit screen.
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Section 5: Review and Submit

1. Review invoice information to make sure there are no omissions. 

a. If there are errors, click any of the Edit hyperlinks (Edit Line Items, Edit Taxes & Discounts,
or Edit Header). You can make any changes to a line item directly from this page as long as
the invoice has not been submitted.

2. To submit the invoice to the client, click the Submit to Client button.

a. A submit confirmation screen appears.

3. To save the invoice for later submission, click the Submit Later button.

4. Click OK. The invoice is submitted to the client and is searchable in the Track Invoices screen.

1.11.3 Invoices with no Timekeepers in the Expense Line Item

As of Lawtrac 4.2 (and all later versions), Collaborati vendors will be able to submit invoices with
Expense line items that do not require Timekeepers. Prior to 4.2 Invoices with Expense line items
submitted from Collaborati to Lawtrac without TKs were automatically rejected.

Enabling this setting must be done entirely in Lawtrac and is found within the Rate Card Rules
section of the Finance Option tab. See the instructions below for further detail. 

To enable the All Disbursement Items to Company Rate Card Setting:

1. As a Lawtrac admin user, navigate to My Lawtrac | Application Administration | Finance

Options screen and select Processing Rules page from the right pane. On the screen activate

the 'All disbursement items to company rate card switch to ON.
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2. Set up an expense company-level rate card for any Fiscal Year that will be allowed for e-billing of
expense line items without timekeepers. This can be done by navigating to the People > Firms
& Vendors screen, selecting the current firm or vendor record, and locating the Financial >
Rate Card page. Approve rates for any expense code will be allowed for e-Billing without
Timekeepers. 

Please note even if an expense line item without a timekeeper exceeds the company level rate card,
invoices will be allowed to Lawtrac and in most cases will not be flagged. 

Invoices received from Collaborati with Expense line items without TKs can be approved and rejected
through all normal Invoice Approval Workflow actions by users with the proper permissions. 

1.11.4 Delete Invoice Created in Collaborati

From the Track Invoices screen, click the Delete button next to the invoice you wish to delete. Only
invoices with a status of Ready to Submit, Approved, or Rejected can be deleted.
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1.11.5 View Invoice History in Collaborati

The History screen displays all the events in the invoice creation, submission, and approval or
rejection process. The details include date, invoice number, user, description and time stamp for the
following events:

· Invoice Upload

· Invoice Submit

· Invoice Approval

To retrieve the invoice history

1. From anywhere in Collaborati, select the Invoices tab.

a. The Track Invoices screen opens.

2. Choose the History sub-navigation link.

a. The History screen opens.

3. Click the Show search options link and complete the following fields:

a. ????Date Range — Enter the desired dates for historical information in the date range fields in
mm/dd/yyyy format, or click the  calendar icon to select dates.

b. Invoice No — Enter the invoice number you are searching for, if known.

c. Description — Enter descriptive key words about the invoice that may likely be found in the
invoice line item details or invoice header information.

d. User — Select the user who created this invoice, if known.

4. Click Search.

The application uses the search criteria entered to find matching invoices.

1.11.6 General Invoice Guidelines and Troubleshooting

1. All valid invoices  with a status Pending Client Retrieval will be transferred to Lawtrac after
synchronization and will display in the Finance > Invoice Management screen.

a. During the sync time, when all of the invoice are retrieved, all selected invoice advanced
processing rules will be triggered and the approval chain will be set.

b. After a successful sync, the invoice status in Collaborati will change to either Pending Client
Approval (if they were successfully transferred to Lawtrac), or Rejected (if the sync auto-
rejected the invoice for a certain violation of a predefined Lawtrac rule). 

2. All Invoices with a Pending Client Approval status should be considered successfully
transferred in Lawtrac. 

a. Once a client takes action on the items, their status in Collaborati will change from Rejected
to Approved. This takes place after the sync and it depends on the action taken from the in-
house approver. 
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3. In most cases, any invoices that were rejected at the time of the sync will not be created in
Lawtrac and the vendors in Collaborati will need to resubmit them after making the necessary
corrections.

a. In some situations, an invoice that was rejected at the time of the sync may still generate
records in Lawtrac. In this case, the invoice will sync with an Auto-rejected status in Lawtrac
and clients should only deem those invoices as informal. They should notify their vendors to
resubmit them.

b. Clients in Lawtrac should never update an already-rejected invoice status. Any
changes made to an already-rejected invoice will not sync back to Collaborati.

4. Collaborati invoices submitted with an invoice number that already exists in Lawtrac for that
vendor will be auto-rejected at the time of the sync. In this case, Collaborati vendors may either
add an additional character to the invoice and resubmit it, or delete the existing invoice in both
Lawtrac and Collaborati and resubmit it with the same invoice number. 

5. In most cases, an auto-rejected invoice will have a valid reason provided in the comments section
of the invoice in Collaborati.

6. Invoices with taxes are not currently supported in Lawtrac, and will be auto-rejected at the time of
synchronization. 

7. If the Lawtrac invoice currency is different from Collaborati vendor's default currency, the invoice
will be converted to the Lawtrac base currency after syncing. 

a. However, the invoice approver will be able to see the original amount of the foreign currency
invoice submitted from Collaborati. 

b. After Approval or Rejection of the invoice, the Collaborati vendor will only see the invoice in
the original currency they submitted it in. 

1.12 Advanced Processing Rules in Lawtrac

Lawtrac administrator users manage the advanced processing rules for the Lawtrac application
via Application Administration | Finance Options | Processing Rules | Advanced Processing
Rules. These rules apply to LEDES invoices submitted through Lawtrac as well as all invoice types
received through Collaborati. For law firms and vendors who use Collaborati, the advanced processing
rules apply after the invoice has been received by Lawtrac at the time of synchronization.

Note: Current Lawtrac behavior also applies advanced processing rules to LEDES invoices submitted
manually in Lawtrac. Regular processing rules do not apply to invoices submitted to Lawtrac through
Collaborati. One exception is ALL DISBURSEMENT ITEMS TO COMPANY RATE CARD
setting in Lawtrac, which allows vendors to submit expense line items without timekeepers.

R100: Block If Released. 

Note:  R100 (block invoices from released firms) is not applicable, because Collaborati

requires that the firm is assigned to a matter in order to submit an invoice. 

R101: Check individual timekeeper assignments.

R102: Automatic timekeeper assignment.

R200: Validate timekeeper rate card.
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R201: Validate task code maximum amount per invoice.

R202: Hours or Count Threshold.

R203: Check maximums at the matter level check.

R204: Check restricted task codes.

R205: Check required codes.

R300: Check duplication of specific lines within an invoice.

R400: Measure Invoice-to-combined budget per matter - Not supported in Collaborati.

R401: Measure Invoice-to-firm's budget per matter – Not supported in Collaborati.

R402: Measure Invoice-to-fiscal reserves per matter – Not supported in Collaborati.

R500: Work within invoice's "From/Start" and "To/End" dates.

R501: Ensure invoices reflect fiscal year settings. This is a very important Rule as this defines the

Fiscal Year of the invoice being submitted.

(For example: Client 2018 FY is defined as 02/01/2017 to 01/31/2018)

If an invoice is submitted: Line Item 1: Period From Date: 12/01/2016; Period To Date:

01/31/2017; Invoice Date: 02/01/2017; Date Invoice Recorded (synced in Lawtrac):

02/02/2017.

If R501 is checked at the Period From Date checkbox, at the time of synchronization, the

invoice will be compared to the timekeeper rate card for FY 2017, as Period From Date on the

invoice line item is set to 12/01/2016. 

However, if R501 is checked at the Invoice Date checkbox, at the time of synchronization, the

invoice will be compared to the timekeeper rate card for FY 2018, as the Invoice Date on the

invoice line item is set to 02/01/2017.

R502: Set penalties for late reporting.

R503: Account for inconsequential events.

R504: Flag line items billing 10+ hours per day/timekeeper/invoice/matter.

R600: Flag non-billable disbursements by word or phrase.

R601: Flag non-billable fees by word or phrase.

R602: Negate fees for non-billable disbursements.

R603: Negate fees for non-billable fees.
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